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Selec+ve a)en+on is an integral component of exemplar models. In
conjunc+on with s+mulus generaliza+on theory, this design principle
allows models to account for a wide variety of empirical phenomena. In
exemplar models, selec+ve a)en+on is implemented as a set of weights
that are used to diﬀeren+ate the degree of contribu+on of each s+mulus
dimension in the computa+on of similarity between a target item and
stored exemplars. A number of diﬀerent reports suggest that human
learners may not be limited to a single set of a)en+on weights – instead,
people appear to be able to apply diﬀerent a)en+onal sets to diﬀerent
areas of the s+mulus space. This phenomenon can be explained using
exemplar models if they are augmented with exemplar-speciﬁc a)en+on.
However, the psychological plausibility of exemplar-speciﬁc a)en+on is
ques+onable and has not been independently tested. Using the
Divergent Autoencoder (DIVA) model, we propose a dynamic focusing
mechanism that aﬀords a)en+onal ﬂexibility without invoking exemplarspeciﬁc a)en+on. We ﬁnd that focusing enables DIVA to explain a wide
range of empirical phenomena including the evidence sugges+ng a need
for exemplar-speciﬁc a)en+on.

A)en+on in exemplar models

DIVA (Kurtz, 2007, 2015) is a Divergent Autoencoder that models
category learning in terms of autoassocia+ve, error-driven
learning of internal representa+ons.
DIVA’s focusing mechanism dynamically weighs features (i) based
on the diversity (D) across categories (A, B)
Dimensions that diﬀer more across the
category channel reconstruc+ons are
more heavily weighted in response rule.
A focusing parameter (β) controls the
degree of focusing.

(Kruschke, 1992; Nosofsky, 1984)

Evidence for ﬂexible feature-weighing
Propor+on B-Responses

Aha & Goldstone (1992)
• Categories made out of
two diﬀerent simple rules
• Cri+cal test items (X) are
equally similar to exemplars
from both categories, but
classiﬁable by local rules
• Key Finding: human
learners tend to generalize
according to the local rules

Blair et al. (2009, Exp 2)
• 3D binary s+mulus set divided
into nested categories (4 classes)
• Eyetracking revealed diﬀerent
pa)erns of a)en+on to features
depending on whether the
exemplar was A* or B*
• Learners only look at features
that are relevant to the subclass
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Classiﬁca/on is a two-part process:
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β Di

Grid-search over large number of DIVA
parameteriza+ons reveals:
Fig. (right): Sample weights for Y-dim
(note: darker = less a)en+on). Greater
focusing on Y-dim for items in the region
(lower let) where Y-dim is diagnos+c.
Fig. (leP): Histogram of responses to
cri+cal items. DIVA systema/cally
generalizes according to local
unidimensional boundaries.

nested classiﬁca+on task à six output channels
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Where β=2
D1 = |0-1| = 1
D2 = |1-1| = 0
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DIVA’s account of Blair et al. (2009)
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Key point: The ﬂexibility of feature weighing is not
captured by feature-based selec+ve a)en+on. The
best exis+ng account of these phenomena is
exemplar-speciﬁc a)en+on, instead of a)en+on
speciﬁc to each feature (Aha & Goldstone, 1992).

1. Choose between A and B categories (A1/A2 vs. B1/B2)
2. Choose between subcategories (A1 vs. A2 or B1 vs. B2)
Network is trained on correct global and subclass channels.

DIVA captures the observed a)en+onal pa)erns
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DIVA’s account of Aha and Goldstone (1992)

A)en+on weights aﬀect the calcula+on of similarity
between exemplars and the presented cue.
Features relevant to
a classiﬁca+on are
heavily weighted.
Irrelevant features
are ignored.

An alterna+ve to exemplar-speciﬁc a)en+on

Part 1

DIVA explains qualita/ve paBerns
Discussion
found by Aha & Goldstone (1992):
- We report a focusing mechanism that can
- Cri+cal test items classiﬁed in accord explain the evidence sugges+ng a need for
with local unidimensional boundary.
ﬂexible feature weigh+ng.
- Focus weights systema+cally reﬂect - While our simula+ons used DIVA, focusing
may also be applicable in exemplar models.
diagnos+c value of local boundary.
Future work will address this possibility.

Focus weights mirror eyetracking
Other evidence?
ﬁndings from Blair et al. (2009)
- Exemplar-speciﬁc a)en+on can also explain
- Nested process allows us to simulate generaliza+on of rule + excep+on problems
feature weigh+ng over +me.
(Rodrigues & Murre, 2007), and memory for
- Features are weighted only if they
excep+on items (Sakamoto et al., 2004)
are relevant for a given sub- Future work will address whether focusing
classiﬁca+on.
enables DIVA to explain these phenomena.

Part 2(A) Part 2(B)
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